Biographies
Nancy C. Maryboy, PhD. is the Founding President and
Executive Director of the Indigenous Education Institute (IEI) whose
mission is preserving, protecting, and applying Indigenous knowledge
in current settings. The focus of IEI is on using Indigenous knowledge
to create pathways to sustainable ways of living.
She was the Principal Investigator (PI) for the Cosmic Serpent:
Bridging Native Ways of Knowing and Western Science in Museum
Settings, an informal science education project funded by the National Science Foundation
(NSF). She is now PI for Native Universe: Indigenous Voice in Science Museums, a four-year
project funded by NSF. Native Universe worked with three science centers to engage with
Indigenous ways of knowing: Oregon Museum of Science and Industry (OMSI), Arizona
Sonora Desert Museum and Durango Powerhouse Museum.
She is Co-PI for Navajo Sky, a NASA funded project that has developed digital modules for
planetariums, juxtaposing Navajo and Western astronomy. She is Co-PI for Generations of
Knowledge, an NSF funded project of OMSI, which has just produced the exhibit “Roots of
Wisdom” highlighting sustainable traditional practices of four tribes: Restoration of River
Cane – Eastern Band Cherokee, Restoration of the Lamprey Eel – Umatilla Tribe,
Restoration of Medicinal Plants – Tulalip Tribes, and Restoration of Traditional Native
Hawaiian Fish Ponds – Hawai’i.
She is a Co-PI for Imagine Mars Through Native Eyes, a NASA funded project, which works
with native schools to develop and teach western space science in a relevant and useful way
to tribal schools and museums.
She is also a Co-PI for I:WISE – Indigenous Worldviews in Informal Science Education:
Integration, Synthesis and Opportunity.
She is a consultant in areas of indigenous science, indigenous astronomy (specializing in
Navajo and Cherokee astronomy), film- making and strategic planning. She is adjunct
professor in the Department of Physics and Astronomy at Northern Arizona University, where
she teaches an online course in Indigenous Astronomy.
She was a faculty member and administrator at Dine College, the Navajo Tribal College, for
13 years. She studied at Smith College, Stanford University and Goddard College. She has a
Ph.D. in Native Science from the California Institute for Integral Studies. She is
Cherokee/Navajo and comes from a family of traditional and medical healers. She lives in
Friday Harbor, San Juan Island, WA and Santa Fe, NM.

Kaiu Kimura is the executive director at the Imiloa Astronomy
Center of Hawaii. She manages and oversees all aspects of the
astronomy center operations including the planetarium, exhibit hall,
gift shop, restaurant operations and educational outreach. Kaiu has
held previous positions at the Imiloa Astronomy Center, working first
as the curriculum coordinator, then experience coordinator and
associate director. She earned a bachelor’s degree in Hawaiian
studies and a master’s degree in Hawaiian language and literature
from the University of Hawaii at Hilo. Kaiu is on the boards of Hawaii
Island Workforce and Economic Development Ohana, Aha Punana Leo
and the Hawaii Island Chamber of Commerce.

Dr. David Begay is VP of the Indigenous Education Institute
located in Friday Harbor, WA and Santa Fe, NM. He is currently
working on the NASA project "Imagine Mars Through Indigenous
Eyes," connected to MAVEN in coordination with UC Berkeley,
Space Sciences Laboratory. He is co-Author of "Sharing the Skies:
Navajo Astronomy, A Cross Cultural View." He is the Co-PI of the
NSF funded "Native Universe - Indigenous Voice in Science
Museums." He is PI of the NASA funded "Navajo Sky: Education
Modules for Digital Planetariums." Dr. Begay is Adjunct faculty at
Northern Arizona University, Flagstaff, in the Department of Physics
and Astronomy. He is also Associate Research Professor in the Department of Pharmacy,
University of New Mexico. He is a cultural consultant to many organizations and corporations
both in the United States and internationally. He is raised with the deep cultural knowledge,
tradition, and language of his people. He is a member of the Navajo Nation.

Dr. Shelly Valdez a Hispanic descent is a member of Pueblo at
Laguna Tribe, located in central New Mexico. Shelly’s educational
background includes a Bachelor of Arts degree in Elementary
Education, Master of Arts in Bilingual Education, and Ph.D. in
Multicultural Teacher Education focusing on research in the area of
Science Education.
Shelly has worked in the area of education for 30+ years and
currently owns & manages an educational consulting business,
Native Pathways, (NaPs), located in central New Mexico. An
important component of NaPs focuses is in the area of world views in
science education, primarily focusing on indigenous science. Shelly’s
interest and passion for indigenous science has influenced her
approaches in the field of education, evaluation and partnerships she works with. As part of

her work, she is honored to attend various educational boards, committees. She supports
educational programs at local, state and national levels. Her greatest moments in life are
spending time with her son, Shpeyiah (Kyle) Swimmer, who ignites the inspiration for the
work she does.
Shelly’s vision for the future is to continue to be an active participant and an advocate for
influencing Worldviews in evaluation and educational opportunities for indigenous people.

Isabel Hawkins, Ph.D., is a bilingual and bicultural native of
Córdoba, Argentina. Dr. Hawkins received her Ph.D. in
astrophysics at the University of California, Los Angeles, in 1986.
She worked for 20 years at the University of California at
Berkeley as a Senior Fellow on several NASA satellite projects,
and as the Director of Science Education at the Space Sciences
Laboratory. Currently, she is Astronomer & Project Director at the
San Francisco Exploratorium, and Faculty and Senior Advisor of
the Indigenous Education Institute, Friday Harbor, WA. She
joined the Friends of Chaco Board in 2009 to contribute to the
stewardship of Chaco Culture National Historical Park in New Mexico. In 2005, she hosted a
live, trilingual (Spanish, English, Yucatec Maya) webcast from Chichén Itzá, Yucatán, México,
during the March Equinox, and was executive producer of the award winning book for the
general public, and website, titled Traditions of the Sun, on the astronomy at Chaco Culture
National Historical Park in New Mexico and at several Maya archaeological sites in the
Yucatán. In 2011, Dr. Hawkins produced the bilingual (English and Hawaiian) Webby-award
winning website Nalo ‘Ole | Never Lost: Polynesian Navigation at the Exploratorium, which
features the astronomical foundations of Native Hawaiian navigation. She worked with Maya
curators to develop the website “Living Maya Time | Viviendo el tiempo maya” bilingual
website for the Smithsonian National Museum of the American Indian. She is currently
working with the Smithsonian National Museum of the American Indian to develop a poster
and two educational modules on Inka Engineering to complement the museum’s The Great
Inka Road: Engineering an Empire exhibit opening in June 2015. Her work focuses on
collaborating with integrity with indigenous knowledge holders and western scientists to
broaden access to science and enhancing participation by all communities through the
appreciation of the cultural roots of science. Dr. Hawkins received eight NASA awards
between 2004 and 2008 for her work on NASA education and public outreach. In 2009, the
Astronomical Society of the Pacific awarded Dr. Hawkins the prestigious Klumpke-Roberts
Award in recognition of her outstanding contributions to the public understanding and
appreciation of astronomy.
hawkins.isabel@gmail.com ihawkins@exploratorium.edu Cell: 510 384 8860
Links:
Living Maya Time | Viviendo el tiempo maya – http://maya.nmai.si.edu
Nalo ‘Ole | Never Lost: Polynesian Navigation – http://www.exploratorium.edu/neverlost
Traditions of the Sun – http://traditionsofthesun.org
Chichén Itzá webcast – http://www.exploratorium.edu/ancientobs/chichen

Dr. Laura Peticolas is a Senior Fellow at the Space
Sciences Laboratory at the University of California, Berkeley, and
Director of Multiverse, the Space Sciences Laboratory’s
education group. Multiverse focuses on multicultural education in
earth and space sciences to meet the needs of the diversity of
cultures in the United States who are not currently participating
actively in science. Dr. Peticolas received her B.A. in
mathematics and physics at the University of Oregon Honors
College and her Ph.D. in physics studying the aurora at the
University of Alaska, Fairbanks. She spent 3 years as a postdoctoral fellow at the Space Sciences Laboratory continuing her study of Earth's aurora with
some efforts computer models of the Martian aurora before transitioning to primarily the
profession of education and outreach. She continues to be involved in scientific research
involving the transport of electrons in atmospheric phenomena and has had over 10 years of
experience in the education and outreach profession. She currently leads several national
education programs that provide professional development and supports communities of
practices to educators who primarily teach in out-of-school settings. Specifically, she is a CoPI and Institutional PI of an NSF informal science education grant working to engage Native
American and science center educators in science and indigenous ways of knowing, is the
co-lead of the education program for a NASA's Mars mission, MAVEN; and she leads the
NASA's Heliophysics Education and Public Outreach Forum. Dr. Peticolas’ passion for equity
and inclusion in all aspects of society and for the knowledge gained through scientific
practices has led her to these cross-disciplinary efforts.

Ashley Cottrell Teren (Cherokee/Swedish) is a project
manager/videographer/curriculum designer for Indigenous
Education Institute. Ashley has lived a multi-cultural life: she spent
much of her youth on the Navajo reservation, graduated from high
school in Pakistan, traveled the sub-continent extensively, and
lived in Hawaii for ten years as a college student and later as a K12 teacher. Ashley has immersed herself in Cherokee, Hawaiian,
Urdu, Hindi, Thai, and Lao languages. She received a BA in English, a minor in linguistics,
and a TESL certification from University of Hawaii at Hilo. She holds a M.Ed in secondary
education from the University of Phoenix. Ashley is passionate about native language
retention, backcountry skiing, and the preservation of wild places.

Jill Stein is one of the lead evaluators for the I-WISE conference.
She is a principal researcher at the Lifelong Learning Group (COSI,
Columbus, OH), a research, evaluation and consulting group focused
on learning in informal settings, and has been in the field of museum
audience research for more than a decade. She has been honored to
participate in multiple projects related to Indigenous worldviews in
STEM learning, including the NSF-funded Cosmic Serpent, Native
Universe, and Roots of Wisdom. Jill holds an M.A. in Folklore and
Anthropology, and currently lives in Corvallis, OR.
Chris Teren has been working with the Indigenous Education
Institute for over 15 years, providing technical support, photographic,
video, and website production, and book layout and design. Chris has
lived in the San Juan Islands of Washington State for 20 years,
photographing all that the Salish Sea Region has to offer - while
flying, boating, hiking, and diving, and is the owner/operator of a
technology consulting company and photo / video production studio.

María O. Ávila Vera is a Maya elder born in Xul and
raised in Peto, Yucatán, México. She draws from her life
experience and native language, Yucatec Mayan, to
steward the traditions of her ancestors. Mother of eleven
children, she shares time with her large family that resides
in Petaluma, CA, and Mérida, Yucatán. She actively
researches the knowledge of the Maya by capturing the
oral tradition of her people and sharing native knowledge
with her family, her friends, and her community. Over the past nine years, she has
collaborated with the Instituto Nacional de Antropología e Historia in México, UC Berkeley
Space Sciences Laboratory’s Center for Science Education, the Smithsonian Institution’s
Latino Center and National Museum of the American Indian, as well as the Cosmic Serpent
and Native Universe projects funded by the National Science Foundation. She is an active
participant in the Pueblo-Maya Youth Cultural Exchange Program funded by the Indigenous
Ways of Knowing and Learning Fund and The Cultural Conservancy, now in its fifth year,
working with the youth as a mentor and guide. She is a member of the elder advisory council
of the Indigenous Education Institute, Friday Harbor, WA. Doña Maria Ávila Vera serves as a
bridge between native and western ways of knowing in museums, the classroom, and
community settings.
Find María Avila on Facebook

Dr. VerlieAnn Malina-Wright, Strategic Vision Kupuna, is
Board Chair of Pacific American Foundation, and Hawaii Maoli
Board Chair. She has over 50 years of education experiences in
teaching, administration, and leadership in the economics of aloha
(prosperous sustainability, interconnectedness and
collaboration). She has been recognized for her education
advocacy efforts in indigenous education and continues to serve a
wide range of diverse populations. She is a global leader who
has been able to vision the coherence of Native Hawaiian values
and traditions as an asset in contributing to improving a more
peaceful, sharing and competitive global environment. She
graduated from U. of Hawaii at Manoa, and earned her doctorate in
Business-Economic Education at UCLA. She volunteers her skills and strengths to serving
the needs of diverse communities in Hawaii, Asian Pacific Islanders, First Nations, Alaskan
Natives, American Indians and Saami. She is currently retired from The Kamehameha
Schools, Hawaii State Department of Education, and adjunct faculty to the University of
Hawaii at Manoa.

Martin Storksdieck PhD, is the director of Oregon State University’s
Center for Research on Lifelong STEM Learning and a professor in the
College of Education and the School of Public Policy. Prior to joining
OSU, Martin directed the Board on Science Education at the National
Research Council of the National Academy of Sciences. There he
oversaw studies that addressed a wide range of issues related to science
education and science learning in formal and informal environments, and
provided evidence-based advice to decision-makers in policy, academia
and educational practice. His own research focuses on what and how we learn when we do
so voluntarily. This includes connections between school-based and out-of-school learning.
Martin’s research also focused on the role of science-based professionals and science
hobbyists in communicating their passions to a broader public. He has previously worked for
education research and environmental policy non-profits in Germany and the United States,
and served as environmental science educator and producer at a planetarium. He holds
Master’s degrees in biology and policy, and a Ph.D. in education.

Vicki Coats was hired by OMSI to teach science classes 30
years ago this week. After teaching for about a year, I moved on
to developing exhibits, writing grants, running advisory groups,
collaborating with other museums, designing and leading
collaborative projects, and lately, collaborating with diverse
Indigenous partners, communities and organizations. Most of
these new things I learned by doing, making mistakes, and
figuring things out along the way. In my recent collaborative work,
I have been blessed to learn more deeply from amazing learning communities and innovative
projects that bridge Indigenous knowledge and Western science, including Cosmic Serpent,
Native Universe and Roots of Wisdom.

Tim Hecox is an Exhibit & Program Developer at the
Oregon Museum of Science and Industry (OMSI) in
Portland, OR. He works on grant funded projects
focused on reaching underrepresented audiences in
museum settings. In addition to his work at OMSI, he is
currently co-chairing the American Alliance of Museums
Diversity Committee. Tim has a Bachelor of Science in
Natural Resources Planning & Interpretation from
Humboldt State University and previous experience
working in interpretation for the National Park Service.

Yvonne Vizina is a PhD Candidate in the School of Environment
and Sustainability at the University of Saskatchewan. Her research
will examine sustainability education practices and policies in
Aboriginal post-secondary institutions and explore how these
processes may influence community-based conservation as well as
environmental decision-making at national and international levels.
Yvonne earned a Bachelor of Education Degree with Great
Distinction from the Saskatchewan Urban Native Teacher Education
Program / University of Saskatchewan. She has a double major in
Biology and Native Studies. In 2010, she completed a Master of
Education Degree with a thesis on Métis Traditional Environmental
Knowledge and Science Education. She worked at the U of S as the Associate Director of the
Aboriginal Education Research Centre, managing local and national research projects
involving Aboriginal communities.
Yvonne is Métis, and has worked for Métis organizations at the regional, provincial, and
national levels on environmental issues. As Director of Environment and Policy Analyst for

the Métis National Council, she worked on national and international environmental issues
such as species at risk, biodiversity, climate change, mercury pollution, and other
environmental issues. She has spent many years learning from Aboriginal Elders and
traditional knowledge keepers as well as professional colleagues within Aboriginal
communities. Since 2011, Yvonne has worked with the International Indigenous Forum on
Biodiversity to advance Indigenous perspectives within the United Nations Convention on
Biological Diversity.
She believes that to protect the Earth for future generations, traditional and contemporary
forms of knowledge are necessary to ensure human society can respond appropriately to
challenges emerging from our rapidly changing environment.

Ann Hernandez is an educator, diversity advocate, and a
virtual learning enthusiast. As a professional development staff
member of the Association of Science-Technology Centers
(ASTC) in Washington, DC, she oversees many grants and
projects that hold core values of equity and inclusion in the science
center world and surrounding communities. One of Ann's current
projects is the NSF Native Universe grant, of which she gives
technical support for the team's webinars and upcoming virtual
conference. She also leads a flagship leadership and diversity
fellowship program for ASTC, working with future leaders of the museum field. Ann holds a
bachelors from Knox College in Elementary Education and the Performing Arts.

Troy Olsen and Shirley Williams,
Community Medicine RN are Lummi
Nation Tribal Members and residents who
are providing community healing through
cultural and historical revitalization of reefnet fishing. Together they are creating
integrated holistic health and wellness
programs that support tribal youth and
community members in activities that will
allow them to become the Keepers of the Tradition and Protectors of the Circle of Life. By
integrating and respecting Western Science and the tribe's Schelangen (way of life) the youth
may
educate others on the ecological health issues of the past and present. Whiteswan
Environmental – WE (One mind for the purpose of the work)

Joe E. Heimlich, Ph.D. is a Principal Researcher with the
Lifelong Learning Group at COSI where he works on
projects focusing related to informal learning and capacity
building for zoos, nature centers, parks, gardens, science
centers, and other museums. He is also Executive Director
for the Center for Research & Evaluation at COSI, of which
LLG is a part. As a Professor Emeritus with Ohio State
University, he was an Extension Specialist in museums
and organizational capacity building, served as Leader,
Environmental Science for OSUE, and held appointments in the School of Environment and
Natural Resources, the Environmental Science Graduate Program, and the College of
Education and Human Ecology. Joe has been engaged in environmental free-choice
learning for 34 years and is the author of over a hundred academic journal articles, chapters,
and books, and has written more than 350 reports, fact sheets, bulletins, white papers, and
popular publications.

Robert Russell Ph.D., Program Director, Education and Human
Resources at National Science Foundation.
*Program Director, Lifelong Learning Cluster, Division of
Research & Learning, Education & Human Resources, National
Science Foundation
*Senior Education Associate, National Center for Interactive
Learning (2010-present)
* Principal, Informal Learning Solutions: Help organizations
plan,evaluate, and develop grant funding for informal educaiton
projects. (2001-present)
* Science and Health Director, Acceso Hispano/Self Reliance Foundation: Developed and
direct major science and health education initiatives for Latinos. (2007-2009)
*Interim Executive Director, Acceso Hispano (2001-2002, 2005-2007)
* Informal education consultant providing project development, management, grant
development, and evaluation services.
* Developer of major science education initiatives targeting Latinos, including Celebra la
Ciencia (multi-site initiative organizing local coalitions of science education organizations
targeting Latinos), ConCiencia (weekly science news service.
* Consultant to science centers, IMAX film producers, science radio programs, community
youth organizations.

Marcia deChadenedes (BLM): Marcia is the Manager for the
San Juan Islands National Monument. Anadministrative folklorist,

she came began working for the Bureau of Land Management (BLM) in 2003 as the
Associate Director of the Camino Real International Heritage Center, representing the agency
in partnership with the State of New Mexico. As one of the BLM partnerships cadre she has
worked with programs requiring cooperation and
collaboration, as the BLM national lead for the Continental Divide National Scenic Trail,
Assistant Manager for the California Coastal National Monument, and the Colorado National
Landscape Conservation System Program Coordinator.

